DEUTZ ALTERNATORS AND
STARTERS
High reliability and long service life!

High-quality, durable starters
and alternators are a basic
requirement for the high
reliability of a DEUTZ engine.

With the Genuine DEUTZ starter DEUTZ offers a powerful
electric engine for reliable engine starting and the Genuine
DEUTZ alternator ensures a highly efficient conversion of
mechanical into electrical energy.

GENUINE DEUTZ ALTERNATORS AND STARTERS

Genuine DEUTZ Alternators
The alternator is the key component for the reliability of the engine`s electrical system.
To ensure a long lifetime and to reduce operating costs, DEUTZ alternators are made
using high quality internal components including low-wear brushes and bearings. Our
alternators are designed and rigorously tested to withstand the severest conditions
when it comes to climate, dust and vibration – to provide a stable power supply under all
conditions

The advantages of Genuine

▪ High efficiency
▪ Excellent and stable power supply under all operation
conditions
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▪ High reliability and long lifetime

Genuine DEUTZ Starters
High quality starters are essential to meet the performance needs of your DEUTZ
engine. For this reason, genuine DEUTZ starters are designed and rigorously tested to
ensure each one can start a minimum of 30.000 times, in a wide range of temperatures
between – 33 °C and 135 °C. A high dust and water protection class ensures optimum
functioning even under toughest conditions, while brushes with optimized wear
properties allow for long lifetime. The perfect start for your engine!

The advantages of Genuine

▪ Excellent cold crank capability and highpower output
▪ High dust and water protection class
▪ High reliability and long lifetime
Genuine DEUTZ Alternators and Starters are also available as Xchange Parts.

Available at your local DEUTZ Service Partner and at www.sdeutz.com!
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